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I. Choose the most suitable preposition from the box and fill in the blanks. 

[across ,  along ,   into  ,  out of  ,   round  , through,  towards ,  to , by  ,  near ,  above ,  

 for ,  with  , behind  ,  from ,   under  ,   in,    on ,  among  ] 

1. Go ________________ this main road to reach the park.  

2. Walk _______________ the park. You’ll come _____________________ it on the other side in 

two minutes . 

3.  You’ll see my house behind the park. Walk ___________________ it.  

4. Then go ____________ the house. You’ll find my mother there.  

5. She’ll show you ________________ the house and our garden.  

6. Gauri distributed the sweets ________________ all the children,  

7. Zoya has invited me _____________ her birthday party.  

8. We will celebrate Diwali _________ October.  

9. The song was sung ______________ Alka.  

10. It is raining. Come ____________ my umbrella  

11.  Our school will be closed ________________ 15 May to 30 June.  

12.  The baby is hiding ______________ the curtains.  

13. The baby is sleeping ________________ its mother.  

14.  I am taking these chocolates ___________my cousins.  

15.  My grandmother lives in the apartment which is ______________ the grocery shop.  

16. Myra sat _________ the window.  

17.  The new stadium is __________ our school.  

18.  Tia is coming __________ dinner. 

II. Fill in the blanks using the preposition of time. 

1. I get up ___________5.30 in the morning.  

2.  We play __________ the afternoon and study ____________ the evening.  

3. I read something before going to bed _________ night.  



4. My sister gets up ___________ 6 am everyday. 

5. I was born _______11th June.  

III. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions. 

1. We should take care ___________ our elders.  

2. The train is passing ____________ the tunnel.  

3. We should be kind ________ the street animals.  

4. They sat ________ the table to read.  

5. The bus  is moving _________ full speed.  

6. It’s 4 o’clock ________ my watch.  

7. He is suffering _________ high fever.  

8. Come and sit ____________ me.  

9. I am sitting _______________ Roma and Ann.  

10. Are you fond __________ music?  

1. Rearrange the following groups of words to make meaningful sentences. 

1. threw/ out of / the/ window/ a/ toy/ the child   

____________________________________________________________________________  

2. the/ basket/ there/ in/ are/  apples/ three  

____________________________________________________________________________  

3. plates/ the/ keep/ the/ table/ on  

____________________________________________________________________________ 


